
 

Issue 49 

To Whom Much Is Given 

Below is a summary of Mike Lindell’s words from his 

interview with OAN back in May. 



  

• Everyone has been asking When? When are 

you going to have this Cyber Symposium? Well, 

it is set now for August 10-12. 

• We are going to announce the location on July 

4th which is very symbolic because this Cyber 

Symposium is what is going to save this country. 

• Remember everybody I have all the packet 

captures of the entire election. If you look up 

what packet captures are it’s like umm…..they 

are like having a movie of election inside the 

internet and we have every single one of them 



for the entire 2020 election. This is what I have 

been saying for 5 months. 

• I was just asked by ABC the other day ‘why 

haven’t you shown everybody’….well we have, 

we tried. 

• What we are going to do is we are bring all the 

packet captures there and we’re inviting all 

these cyber forensic experts that have the right 

credentials. They are CISSP, whatever that 

means because I am not even sure. 

• And then when I announce the venue, we gonna 

have all the public reach out to your 

congressmen, your senators, governors, 

secretaries of state, attorney generals, and I 

hope William Barr is there. 

• This is not subjective evidence. You’re gonna 

look at it and go WOW! This is over. 



• We gonna have other people capture the packet 

so you’re really gonna understand what a packet 

capture is. It’s like taking a picture from the 

1970’s where you can’t alter it. 

• Not one person on the planet will not be able to 

say this is not real and that Donald Trump didn’t 

win 80 million to 68 million because he did. 

  



Holy Crap!! That was amazing. He wasn’t selling a 

good chance….he wasn’t selling a high probability. 

What was he selling? He was selling 100% certainty. 

  

Just to make sure we are all crystal clear. Back in 

May, Mike Lindell says he has all the packet 

captures (which 90% of America to this day still has 

no idea what they are) from the election and he will 

reveal them at the symposium. But he takes it a 

major step further than that by issuing a $5,000,000 

reward if you can arrive at the symposium and prove 

they are not the real deal. Now, does this strike you 

as a man with high confidence? 

So fast forward to August 10th which is day 1 and 

what do we see? PCAPs? A definition or breakdown 

of a PCAP? Something that resembles a PCAP? 

Nope.  

We see this….. 



 

He steps through state after state after state 

comparing the big lies to the truth. In fact, it got to 

the point where we were treating this like Friday 



night Karaoke by taking requests from the crowd. 

You name the state, and we have the data. So, he 

almost immediately went off script and went through 

pretty much every single state showing the totals. 

Remember, Mike has been telling all of us leading 

up to the big event that all of this data would come 

from the packet captures. So, we have God only 

knows how many cyber security analysts sitting in 

the audience waiting to validate or disprove the 

packet captures and Lindell was locked and loaded 

ready to provide $5 million to the successful 

disprover.  

So, the assumption after day 1 was that the results 

provided were from the packet captures. Right? 

Absolutely. 

So, this the much anticipated 7:00pm hour rolls 

around and that is when everyone supposedly goes 

off script because of the office raid, etc., etc. But 



weren’t we already off script? Because wasn’t the 

symposium all about proving the results? 

So, the day 1 Mesa County, CO drama plays out 

and we move onto day 2.  

So, for day 2 and what were we told? We were told 

the PCAPs which were the central focus of the entire 

symposium….were never actually analyzed. 

Remember what Col. Waldron said…. 

 “….the remaining data, not interrogated 

during the symposium, could contain the packet 

captures and other data needed to prove China 

hacked the election.” 

Keep in mind, there was a $5 million prize to anyone 

that could disprove their authenticity….and now 



there is simply no way for anyone to even so much 

as attempt to do so? 

So, you have no PCAPs and yet I am supposed to 

believe that Trump 

actually won Wisconsin 

by 250,000 votes when 

you cannot provide a 

single piece of forensic evidence to prove he did? Of 

course, this brings to light the $81,000,000 question 

which is “FROM WHERE DID THE DATA COME?” 

First, I want to say something with the utmost 

respect that I can muster. Mike Lindell is a liar but a 

liar by design. Plain and simple. There was never a 

plan, not for a single second, to bring PCAPs to the 

symposium. The original source of the data, Dennis 

Montgomery, had supposedly suffered a stroke as 

the symposium began and was not in attendance 

and was not available for contact throughout the first 



two days of the event. Of course, that is true, and 

there a little green martians in my basement. 

But back to the question of where the data 

originated. Without bringing this to a crescendo let 

me just say flat out it came from this man…. 

 

This all goes back to a couple things I have been 

saying all along dating back to my very first issue 

about Trump and Oracle. First, Ezra has always 

been flying under the radar but has been granted 

more and more power all along the way. And 



second, that Trump decides who decides. I want to 

provide a refresher on the Ezra timeline. 

March 2017 – Ezra began reviewing “highly 

classified reports” about intercepted communications 

of foreign officials after Trump said on Twitter earlier 

this month that he was “wiretapped” by his 

predecessor, President Barack Obama. These were 

eventually passed onto Devin Nunes. 
 

August 2017 – Ezra was fired by H. R. McMaster 

and immediately was hired as Senior Director for 

Strategic Initiatives by the DC office of Oracle  

where he advised the Chief Executive Officer on 

national security issues and deployed Oracle’s high-

security cloud computing technology to allied 

governments.  

April 2018 – Ezra rejoined the Trump administration 
in the Department of Justice, advising Attorney 
General Sessions on counterterrorism and 
counterintelligence. 

August 2018 – President Donald Trump ordered the 
Department of Justice to hire a national security 
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official (Ezra) who was ousted from his White House 
last year.  

May 2020 – Ezra was appointed as Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Counter narcotics 
and Global Threats. 

September 2020 – Ezra was promoted to 
acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special 
Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict. 

November 2020 – Ezra was appointed by Trump to 
fill the role as Acting Undersecretary. (Note: Chris 

Miller and Kash Patel were also appointed to the positions 
of acting Secretary of Defense and Chief of Staff at this 

same time.) 

Now let’s stop there for a second and I want us to 
listen to the reading of the Ezra speech given on 
November 18, 2020 at Fort Bragg, NC. This was 
delivered 8 days after his appointment by Trump. 
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Mr. Secretary, on behalf of the men and women 

of U.S. Special Operations, especially Army Special 

Operations, welcome home. We are honored that 

you have returned to your roots on this historic day 

on hallowed ground. 

 

Today, the Department of Defense has started the 

process of formalizing what we have long known -- 

the fundamental role of U.S. Special Operations in 

defense and foreign policy by elevating Special 

Operations forces to a level on par with military 

departments as authorized and directed by 

Congress. 

 

As we enact these reforms, we follow the vision of 

President John F. Kennedy, who predicted the rise 

of Special Operations nearly 60 years ago. He 

foresaw, quote, 
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...another type of war, new in its intensity, ancient in 

its origin, that would require a whole new kind of 

strategy, a wholly different kind of force, forces 

which are too unconventional to be called 

conventional forces, which are growing in number 

and importance and significance. 

President Kennedy gave these remarks at the 

opening of the nuclear age, when the Pentagon was 

primarily organized to plan and direct large 

conventional operations against superpowers, not 

special operations short of overt declared conflict. 

The global demand for Special Operations forces, 

then and now, has confirmed President Kennedy's 

foresight. And now, under the leadership of 

President Trump, we are fully real -- realizing 

President Kennedy's prescient view of Special 

Operations forces. 
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It is fitting that we are again entering an era of great 

power competition as we gather to affirm the 

importance of special -- the Special Operations 

community. Then, as now, I know Special 

Operations forces will play a vital role; and by the 

historic reforms we have enacted today, we will 

ensure Special Operations forces has a civilian 

advocate commensurate to the secretaries of the 

other military departments. I am honored to serve as 

your service secretary. 

Thank you very much. 

 

So, JFK thought for sure were going to have a very 

serious and new type of warfare that was just as 

serious but new in its scope. So, he wanted to put 

some sort of mitigation procedures in place to 

prevent this from happening. This speech was very 

much echoing that desire and expressing that they 



now have the greenlight to make this happen. Of 

course, we all know what happen to JFK so the fact 

that Ezra was referencing him in multiple spots in 

this speech and in very poignant ways should tell us 

all that this was a very serious operation, to 

essentially fulfill JFK wishes. Because here’s the 

deal. All these guys (Miller, Watnick, Patel) they 

were all brought on as part of an out-going 

administration and yet the goals seem so lofty for 

such a short window of opportunity. 

Now back to the timeline…. 

December 2020 – Ezra was named ‘Chairman’ of 
Public Interest Declassification Board.  

From the New York Post…. 

President Trump on Tuesday appointed allies to a range of 

federal boards, including installing a former White House 

aide as chairman of a declassification advisory panel. 



Trump announced the spree of lame-duck picks as he 

prepares to leave office on Jan. 20. 

Ezra Cohen-Watnick, a former White House National 

Security Council staffer who since Nov. 10 has been acting 

undersecretary of defense for intelligence, received one of 

the most potentially significant roles on the declassification 

panel. 

Cohen-Watnick will serve as chairman of the nine-person 

Public Interest Declassification Board, a little-known entity 

based at the National Archives that provides for public 

access to classified documents. The position currently is 

vacant. 

Ezra now has full declassification authority. 

Back again to the timeline…. 

January 2021 – Mike Lindell receives a complete set 

of electronic files for all 50 states and everything he 

could ever need to show nationwide fraud in the 

2020 Presidential election.   



 

The numbers that Mike Lindell put up on the screen 

were likely very much the exact numbers of the 

election. But there is a significant problem. He just 

held a symposium whose entire premise was based 

on PCAPs which we now know at a minimum were 

never available or never existed period. Mike Lindell 

cannot be this dumb. Offer a $5 million dollar 

reward….collect and 100+ cyber experts….tell them 

you have a certain piece of information you want 

them to look at…..and then not give them that 

information? Nobody is that dumb. 

Here is the second problem.  

Remember the focus was primarily on Dominion 

Voting systems but let us not forget that Dominion 

only operates in 28 of 50 states. Everyone was so 

focused on Dominion but they only account for 55% 

of the vote total. 



So, the information provided to Lindell on January 9th 

could only have come from an entity with the ability 

to capture (in real-time) the votes as they were 

coming in regardless of which software or 

mechanism the voter was using.  

On the night of November 3rd the Trump team was 

setup in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building. 

 

Do you remember there were a few politicians that 
were pissed off because of this? Here is the Bill 
Pascrell press release (he was onto something). 



 

Do you know why they were pissed? Because the 

Eisenhower Building has a SCIF (Sensitive 

Compartmented Information Facility). For those not 

familiar with a SCIF it’s where high-level political 

figures can go to watch and or actively participate in 

major events (killing of Bin Laden, military combat 

initiations, etc.) with the highest level of security 

available in the world.  



This was being monitored in real-time. According to 

EO 13526 there are only 3 people with the ability to 

declassify. “The President, the Vice-President, and 

those specifically designated by authorities outlined 

in the executive order.” Why was this important? It 

was important not because it gives the President 

authority to designate….it’s important because it 

was an executive order put into place by one Barack 

Hussein Obama so there was no chance it was 

getting discarded by the next (Biden) administration. 

Remember that speech Ezra gave? He was 

standing next to a statue. 

  

 



The Statue of the Green Beret 

 

The US Army Special Operations Command 

Website says the following about that statue: 

 

The 12-foot statue stands upon a rare green granite 

pedestal that brings the total height of the statue to 

22 feet tall. It is representative of a Special 

Forces non-commissioned officer, wearing the rank 

of a sergeant first class. The soldier is dressed in the 

jungle fatigues worn in Vietnam by U.S. troops. He 

carries the M16 rifle, a tool of his profession, in his 

right hand. His finger is not placed on the trigger of 

his weapon, but is "at the ready" in preparation for 

any threat. His stance upon a rocky ledge with one 

foot crushing the snake is symbolic of tyranny in the 
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world and the threats and dangers that will instantly 

bring him to action. While possessing power and 

extraordinary capabilities, he offers a gentle hand of 

friendship to the unseen oppressed of the world. He 

is fully able to exercise his training when it is 

needed, and he is also fully willing to help those in 

need. He is the perfect warrior from the past, a 

healer, a teacher and an opponent of evil. He serves 

all over the world today and willingly faces any 

mission. His is the standard to which all Army 

special operations soldiers aspire.  

Inside the base of the statue is a time capsule 

containing a SF uniform, a green beret, a bust 

of John F. Kennedy, and Kennedy's speech 

presenting the green beret to Special Forces 

Soldiers.  

 

Perhaps the conversation went something like 

this…. 

Ezra Cohen-Watnick: “Mr. Lindell I have been asked 

to provide you with the following. It’s precisely what 
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will be required to save this country from our 

enemies both foreign and domestic.” 

Mike Lindell: “Thanks. I will handle it with great care 

and act. I promise I will act.” 

 

 

“To whom much is given, of him much will be 

required.” – Luke 12:48 

 


